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In the blink of an eye a lupus warrior’s life changes. Due to lupus, their
goals, their dreams, their aspirations, their life walk is forced to take
drastic twists and turns. It is a total life change in an instance.
 
Every warrior, since hearing their diagnosis, suddenly had to think
differently, act differently, be different in their way of living. Each warrior
has learned to be thankful for the little things like breathing with no pain
or walking without a cane. 
 
Each warrior has learned that every nanosecond in their lives count and
is valuable beyond comprehension. Each warrior has had to learn how to
conserve energy and understand where the most energy should be
placed. Each warrior’s life has become a tedious balance between just
surviving and making a choice to live well beyond lupus. 
 
In a blink of an eye it has all changed and every warrior has had to adapt
and live abundantly through it. We are so proud of each warrior's
resilience in the fight.
 
It's amazing the strength and hope that each lupus warrior presents day
to day. It's important to continue to be educated, inspired encouraged
and empowered in the fight day to day. We hope that this issue can help
each lupus warrior and their supporters see how great lupus warriors are
beyond the constraints of the issues lupus can present.
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H. O. P. E. Hold On, Pain Ends

Hope, my dear friends, is a feeling of expectation and a desire for a certain
thing to happen. I’ve also read that hope is the optimistic state of mind that is
based on an expectation of positive outcomes with respect to events and/or
circumstances in a person’s life or the world at large. Having hope or hope
itself is important in life because it allows us to approach problems with a
mindset of expectancy and a strategy that is built upon a successful outcome. 
 
But the word HOPE is used here as an acronym, hold on, pain ends. This is
two-fold and now serves as a reminder to hold on because pain does end. Just
like storm clouds run out of rain, just like troubles don’t last always. This is a
testament that whatever circumstances, challenges, road blocks, valleys or
mountains you may be faced with on today this is a reminder for you to have
hope. 4 letters. 4 words. Right here in front of you. Hold on, pain
ends. There’s so much to look forward to on the other side of it.     
 
Whatever your heart is saying to you, whatever your mind is saying to you. Be
reminded that I am saying to you, hold on, pain ends. 
 
Stay hopeful friends.

SPIRIT OF THE
BUTTERFLY

B Y  T A M E K A  T H R E A T T S
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radlupuswarrior
I look at my illness not as a weakness but as a blessing in

disguise that has made me not just stronger but wiser and it
has brought beautiful and wonderful people into my life as
well as appreciate all those who have been there for me my
entire life. I appreciate life so much more and now I live for
me and in the moment more than for tomorrow and it has
honestly made me so much happier . #lupusawareness

We asked lupus warriors what they thought lupus taught them. 
The answers were amazing and are inspirational for many.

victoriousnotvictims
Although lupus has changed my life

forever, it’s given me a deeper
purpose in life. �Lupus has taught

me to REALLY listen to my body and
take rest when it is needed. Don't

feel ashamed or discouraged when
your body tells you to rest! Rest is

important �

k_rod1971
Lupus has taught me to live in the moment, to let
things go if they aren't important, that I am much

stronger than I realized, that you never have a
"normal" again because each day brings something
new, to love myself enough to fight for me, to trust

my instincts and most if all...to NEVER judge other's
pain/experience because I can't see it or understand

it. �����

_briiittaaanyyy
Don’t waste energy on stuff

that doesn’t matter �

lindashatch_
To establish some

boundaries in taking
care of myself first.

gmasandi65
It's ok that my house

isn't clean. �

lovetiabrylertj39
Lupus has taught and shown
me that I’m definitely a fighter

and God has me each and every
time I’ve been sick.

charussell
Lupus has taught me
that I am strong like a

diamond....unbreakable.

michaela.hansen01
Lupus has taught me that i need to
make the most of each day and live
in the moment. But also to listen to

my body and take it one day at a
time. �����

pcpartin
Live each day! as if it’s my
last day! enjoy everything
you have too the fullest!

tashiam76
How strong I really am.

meninot
To live this life well and
find the good in every

day ��
meanamichelle

To live my life for metimothyandabigail
To trust the Lord. �
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wander78
Listen to my body �

We asked lupus warriors what they thought lupus taught them. 
The answers were amazing and are inspirational for many.

meleerose
It has taught me... I’m my biggest

advocate. It is ok to demand proper
care; doctors can be fired. Self love
is most important. It’s ok to relax.

queend527
That life is short, Doctors ain’t shit, healthcare is

just a business...I’ve learned that I’m stronger than I
thought. Happiness is what you make it. Stop
planning and just live life. God has me!! ���

sunnywave5050
��� that saying NO Is Ok

����

ladyluvcoolj1
To pace myself and to not
feel bad for saying “No” in

order to protect my
energy.

lupusawarenessnigeria_
Lupus has taught to learn to just live life and be

grateful for the most little things around me.

onegodlygallivingwithlupus
That .... I didn't know how strong I was,
until being strong was my only choice...
and that life can change in one day and

never be the same, and that you have no
choice in that, accept to be grateful for

whatever life hands you...

franciafonseca_
Mental strength and

control �� and that it’s
okay to ask for help 😊
and it’s okay to say no.

liayana_96
It taught me that I’m more capable
than anything... lupie is for strong

person�

sazegirl
Life is short. Don't wait. You know that saying, "buy

that concert ticket" or at least something along
those lines.enjoy life while I still can. Despite that I

am still slaving away with little to no rest

divanecee
Lupus has taught me to be as

independent as I can❣  The
strength of a warrior �

lolla_ferrus
That I can do anything I

put my mind to �

maryyvonne5322
Lupus has taught me I
hate rollercoasters  �!

shakye3
To trust God and Patience!
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ksrnv
It's taught me the ability to feel pain I

never could have imagined.

graci.sm1
To be brave

kandykurl
Has taught me that I’m a brave woman

sojournerlove
I’m a warrior!

ebonyestarr
Lupus should teach patients to be

strong and to lean on Jesus�

luckylupusladyI
’m thankful to be alive ���



turquoise.books.and.adventures
It teaches you what quality of life really means, how to listen to your body and

take into consideration its needs. It also makes you more mature, even if you are
physically very young. Conclusion; it changes you. �

We asked lupus warriors what they thought lupus taught them. 
The answers were amazing and are inspirational for many.

chocolatediamond78
That I am Stronger ��than I thought

�

thelupustrainer
That after your diagnosis your life may not look like

what you had planned for but you can still live a
happy life that you’re proud of. ���

__meelah__
Listen to your body, put yourself first, stay

positive and remove all negativity out of your
life ��

drea263
Lupus has taught me how although we didn't

choose to have this disease, WE make the choices
to create the best lives we can by not giving up!�

_lupus_warrior
That you will forever understand taking
care of yourself than others, and that

maintaining happiness through it all is of
utmost importance�

b.baruah
I need to be more stronger..and to

live with gratitude�

jessicachristineharper
That it's ok to change your life's

expectations

jayylady_
That it isn't a death sentence. Remain resilient,

Take it each day at a time, and its OK to focus on
yourself more. It isn't a selfish thing to do. But

most importantly, you're stronger than you think.�

divanecee
Lupus has taught me to be as

independent as I can❣  The
strength of a warrior � lolla_ferrus

That I can do anything I
put my mind to �

maryyvonne5322
Lupus has taught me I

hate rollercoasters 
shakye3

To trust God and Patience!
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ksrnv
It's taught me the ability to feel pain I never could have

imagined.
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BUTTERFLY FLIES AWAY
Butterfly as a whisper comes around
for a little child happiness is found,
he sees a colorful art of life.
She stays near the child
not afraid of being burnt
by the desire.
Is it a candle or a child?
Secondly, she will be burned.
Firstly, she will be admired.
She makes him feel the magic
and then she wants to fly away.

JUNE 2020

In your world, inside your

country,

in your town, inside your house,

in your family...

... strangers came around.

Even inside you...

Language was never found.

                                        

 A short poem by Oriada Dajko

Oriada Dajko was born on 7 February 1997 in
Tirana, Albania. She studies Cultural Heritage

in the University of  Tirana .   Her poetry has
been published in various anthologies in Spain,

Kosovo and  Albania.

Matryoshka meaning- The doll

represents a strong female

matriarch who is the main symbol

of the Russian family . In itself , the

doll fits inside little dolls which

represent daughters and sons . For

this reason , Matryoshka represents

fertility and motherhood .

MATRYOSHKA*

A child can't wait
that hours become days
and butterfly returns again.
He will love only for today!
Once she will fly away,
the beauty in his eyes will be lost.
Soon he will learn that
beautiful creatures can't be admired
when they stay under chains.
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Flight of the Butterflies

LUPUS FACT • DAY 1
Lupus is a chronic

(long-term) disease that
causes inflammation and
pain in any part of your

body. It’s an autoimmune
disease, which means that
your immune system, the
body system that usually
fights infections, attacks
healthy tissue instead.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 2
Lupus is not contagious.  It

can not be passed from
one person to another. It

cannot be transmitted
sexually. There is no need

to avoid being near
someone who has lupus.
The cause or causes of

lupus are not known with
certainty.

31 DAYS OF
LUPUS FACTS

SPREADING LUPUS AWARENESS ONE BUTTERFLY AT A TIME!

LUPUS FACT • DAY 3
The history of lupus begins in 1828

when the French dermatologist, Biett
described the disease. For the next 45
years, studies of the disease showed
nothing more than descriptions that
emphasized skin changes. In the mid
1800’s, Pierre Cazenave was the first

person to have a comprehensive
description of lupus. The disease was
named because of a wolf-bite shaped
rash (the butterfly rash) that appears
across the nose and cheeks of many

lupus patients. “Lupus” is the Latin
word for wolf.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 4
Ninety percent (90%) of

people living with lupus are
women. Most people with
lupus develop the disease
between the ages of 15-44.
Lupus strikes mostly women
of childbearing age. However,
men, children, and teenagers

develop lupus, too.

Lupus is difficult to
diagnose because its

symptoms come and go
and mimic other diseases.

Since it is no single
laboratory test to diagnose
lupus it can take 2- 5 years

for a firm diagnosis to be
reached.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 5

LUPUS FACT • DAY 6
Lupus is more prevalent

than aids, sickle-cell
anemia, cerebral palsy,

multiple sclerosis and cystic
fibrosis combined. Lupus
affects 1 out of every 185

Americans. Few people know
about lupus, which has led
to some myths about what

lupus is.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 7
There is no one test to determine
Lupus. The most common blood

tests used to help determine lupus
are ANA(Antinuclear Antibody),

APLS(Antiphospholiipid
Antibodies), ANTI-sm, ANTI-dsNA,

ANTRp(SSA), CRP(c-reactive
Protein, complement, Erythrocyte

Sedimentation Rate(ESR), CBC
complete blood count and

chemistry panel.
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Lupus can cause inflammation of
your heart muscle, your arteries or

heart membrane (pericarditis). The
risk of cardiovascular disease and
heart attacks increases greatly as

well.   Heart disease is now a
leading cause of death among
people with lupus. Blood tests,

chest X-rays, an electrocardiogram
(EKG), or an echocardiogram may
be used to find out if you have a
heart condition caused by lupus.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 8

Lupus is Highly
individualized and no
two cases are exactly

alike. Treatment for
lupus also varies
depending on the

symptoms and  needs of
the lupus warrior.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 9

World Lupus Day was created by
Lupus Canada in 2004 to raise
awareness of this little-known

disease that can have devastating
effects on individuals and their

families. It was organized by lupus
organizations from thirteen

countries, who called for their
governments to increase funding

for research, provide better patient
services, increase epidemiological

data and raise awareness.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 10
WORLD LUPUS DAY

The exact cause of lupus is
unknown however, experts

have linked lupus to genetic
predisposition and external

factors, including exposure to
ultraviolet light, extreme

stress, infections and
hormones. Lupus can also be

triggered by certain
medications.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 11

Significant hair loss can occur with lupus With
lupus, there are generally two forms of hair loss.

One is related to discoid lupus and results in
scarring. The other is non-scarring. Scarring
alopecia most commonly results from lupus
associated with discoid lupus or subacute
cutaneous lupus. In these conditions, lupus

interferes with the normal function of the hair
follicle. 

With systemic lupus, hair loss can be either
diffuse (all over) or localized. When it is

localized it occurs most commonly on the front
part of the scalp. Many short hairs at the front

of the scalp have been coined "lupus hairs." Hair
loss may occur only in the scalp or may involve

other regions of the body such as eyebrows,
eyelashes, and body hair.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 12

Battling lupus can be very
difficult, not only physically,
but monetarily. The yearly
cost of treatment for lupus

warriors ranges between
$12,600 – $60,000 per lupus

warrior depending upon
treatments and severity of

the manifestation of the
disease.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 13

There are four main types of lupus:
Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE),

Cutaneous lupus erythematosus,
Drug-induced lupus erythematosus
and Neonatal lupus. Systemic lupus
is the most common form of lupus.
Cutaneous lupus is limited to the

skin and can cause many types of
rashes and lesions. Drug induced

lupus is lupus-like disease caused
by certain prescription drugs and
neonatal lupus is a rare condition
that affects infants of women who

have lupus.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 14
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THE MOST COMMON SYMPTOMS OF
LUPUS ARE: EXTREME FATIGUE

(TIREDNESS), HEADACHES, PAINFUL OR
SWOLLEN JOINTS, FEVER, ANEMIA (LOW

NUMBERS OF RED BLOOD CELLS OR
HEMOGLOBIN, OR LOW TOTAL BLOOD

VOLUME), SWELLING (EDEMA) IN FEET,
LEGS, HANDS, AND/OR AROUND EYES,
PAIN IN CHEST ON DEEP BREATHING

(PLEURISY), BUTTERFLY-SHAPED RASH
ACROSS CHEEKS AND NOSE, SUN- OR

LIGHT-SENSITIVITY (PHOTOSENSITIVE),
HAIR LOSS, ABNORMAL BLOOD CLOTTING,

FINGERS TURNING WHITE AND/OR BLUE
WHEN COLD (RAYNAUD’S

PHENOMENON),MOUTH OR NOSE ULCERS

LUPUS FACT • DAY 15

About 50 percent of people
with lupus have

antiphospholipid antibodies.
Antiphospholipid antibodies

interfere with the normal
function of blood vessels and
can lead to narrowing of the
blood vessels or blood clots.

These complications can lead
to stroke, heart attack, and

miscarriage.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 16

More than 90% of people with
lupus have skin rashes, often
triggered by exposure to the

sun. Lupus warriors are
particularly susceptible to
sunburn which may lead to

“prolonged erythema”
(redness) and extreme

fatigue. Sunlight may also
cause the development of
new lupus skin lesions and

more lupus flares.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 17

To treat lupus, doctors use very strong
medications that often have serious

side effects. Immunosuppressant drugs
are commonly prescribed for lupus

warriors. Just like the name suggests,
these drugs suppress the immune
system, which stops the immune

system’s ability to attack the body.
However, it also puts people at a higher

risk for catching illnesses and
developing cancer. Benlysta is the only
one drug specifically designed to treat

lupus and was developed 50 years after
the first diagnosis of lupus.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 18

Lupus fog is a general name for the
cognitive impairments that often

appear with lupus, including
concentration and memory problems,

confusion, and difficulty expressing
yourself. These cognitive problems

are often worse during flares. About
half of lupus warriors report dealing

with lupus fog. Lupus fog can be
attributed to lupus affecting the

central nervous  system, made up of
the brain and spinal cord. Lupus can

also affect the peripheral nervous
system, made up of nerve fibers that

give skin and muscles power of
feeling and movement.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 19

DEALING WITH LUPUS ITSELF IS
STRESSFUL. MANY PEOPLE WITH

LUPUS CAN SUFFER FROM PERIODS
OF DEPRESSION. LUPUS CAN CAUSE

STRESS THAT SIGNALS YOUR
IMMUNE SYSTEM TO ACTIVATE AND
CAUSES INFLAMMATION. IN PEOPLE

WITH LUPUS, EVERY DAY STRESSORS
AND STRESS FROM HAVING LUPUS
HAS DIRECT CONSEQUENCES, NOT
ONLY ON THEIR OVERALL HEALTH,

BUT ALSO ON THEIR DISEASE.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 20
Chilblain lupus is a rare type of
chroniccutaneous lupus erythe

matosus (CLE). It is
characterized by red or

violaceous papules and plaques
located on acral areas.

Specifically, the majority of
chilblain lesions develop on the
knee, calves, toes, fingers and

elbows. People with
Raynaud's disease are more

susceptible to chilblains.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 21
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Anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-
malarials, and steroids, such as

prednisone, are used to treat lupus.
Cytotoxic chemotherapies similar
to those given in the treatment of
cancer are also used to suppress

the immune system in lupus
patients.Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ)
was approved by the FDA for lupus
in 1955HCQ and Corticosteroids like

prednisone were the only real
treatment for SLE for 56 yearsFinally

in 2011 Benlysta was approved by
the FDA for the treatment of lupus.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 22

Pleuritic chest pain, or pain when you
take a breath, is very common in

people with SLE, when this pain is not
caused by pleurisy, it could be a sign
of Costochondritis. Costochondritis is

a common condition that is
characterized by inflammation of the

cartilage in the chest at the point
where the ribs attach to the

breastbone (the sternum). It usually
occurs on one side of the chest only.
The inflammation causes pain in the
front of the chest. When swelling of

the area is also present, the condition
is referred to as Tietze syndrome. 

LUPUS FACT • DAY 23

Having lupus increases the risk of a
number of health problems. One is
infection. Infection becomes more
likely because both lupus and its
treatments weaken the immune

system. Common infections
include urinary tract infections,

respiratory infections, yeast
infections, salmonella, herpes,

and shingles. Another is bone tissue
death: This occurs when there is low
blood supply to a bone. Tiny breaks
can develop in the bone. Eventually,

the bone may collapse. It most
commonly affects the hip joint.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 24

A person must meet 4 out of 11 criteria to assist with a
firm lupus diagnosis. The 11 criteria are: 1. Malar rash: A
butterfly-shaped rash appears across the cheeks and

nose. 2. Discoid rash: Raised red patches develop. 
3. Photosensitivity: A skin rash appears after exposure
to sunlight.Oral or nose ulcers: 4. Non-erosive arthritis:
This does not destroy the bones around the joints, but
there is tenderness, swelling, or effusion in 2 or more

peripheral joints. 5. Pericarditis or pleuritis:
Inflammation affects the lining around the heart

(pericarditis) or lungs (pleuritis).6. Kidney disorder:
Tests show high levels of protein or cellular casts in the

urine if a person has a kidney problem. 7. Neurologic
disorder: The person has seizures, psychosis, or

problems with thinking and reasoning. 8. Hematologic
(blood) disorder: 9. Hemolytic anemia is present, with a

low white blood-cell count or low platelet count. 
10. Immunologic disorder: Tests show that there are

antibodies to double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), antibodies
to Sm, or antibodies to cardiolipin. 11. Positive ANA: The

test for ANA is positive, and the person has not used
any drugs that might induce it.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 25

Sometimes, lupus warriors can experience
the whole range of clinical symptoms and

laboratory findings of two well-defined
autoimmune diseases at the same time—
even those that are not part of one or the

other disease. When this happens, they are
said to have overlap syndrome. Overlapping

autoimmune disease is common in SLE
diagnosis. There are some common diseases
associated with lupus, they include but are

not limited to: Scleroderma, Rheumatoid
Arthritis, Mixed Connective Tissue Disease,
Raynaud’s Syndrome, Sjogren’s Syndrome,

Autoimmune thyroid disease, Celiac disease,
Myasthenia gravis, Antiphospholipid

syndrome, Polymyositis, Dermatomyositis and
Fibromyalgia.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 26

As with other diseases in which the
spectrum of symptoms varies widely,

the treatment team must be designed
for each individual case of lupus. A

dermatologist will be involved if skin
lesions are present; a neurologist , if

cognitive loss is a possibility; a
nephrologist will monitor kidney

function; and a rheumatologist is
often involved because of the
frequency of joint pain. Other

specialists will be needed depending
on what organ systems are affected.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 27
Contrary to popular

opinion, Lupus can be
fatal. Many times the
cause of death is not

listed as lupus, but the
condition such as stroke,
heart attack, pneumonia,
kidney failure or seizure

was caused by a
complication of lupus.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 28



Flares can come and go. You
may have swelling and

rashes one week and no
symptoms the next.

Sometimes flares happen
without clear symptoms and
are seen only with laboratory

tests. Some flares are mild,
but others are very serious

and require medical care or
hospitalization.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 29

Research suggests 4-22% of
those with lupus are male.

Men develop the same typical
clinical manifestations of

lupus as women, yet certain
key symptoms may be

different. Kidney and skin
involvement, for example,

may be more common among
men with lupus.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 30

Organizations and
individuals across the

country have come
together all month to help

promote & heighten
awareness about lupus.

The  hope is to not only to
educate by spreading the

truth and facts about lupus
but to also one day find a

cure.

LUPUS FACT • DAY 31

Flight of the Butterflies
31 DAYS OF
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SPREADING LUPUS AWARENESS ONE BUTTERFLY AT A TIME!
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About two-thirds of the people with lupus are UV light-sensitive. Many experience an

increase in lupus symptoms after being exposed to ultraviolet (UV) rays, either from the

sun or from artificial light. Photosensitive people may develop a skin rash, known as a

butterfly rash, which appears over the nose and cheeks after sun exposure. Other

rashes might look like hives. 

 

Sunlight may cause also a lupus flare, resulting in fever, joint pain, or even organ

inflammation. Each person with lupus may have a different level of photosensitivity –

just like in the general population. If photosensitivity is a problem for you, here are

some ways to protect yourself from the sun:

 

Be Sun Smart With Lupus – If you are photosensitive, the best rule is to avoid midday

and tropical sun entirely. Unfortunately, that’s not always the most practical advice,

especially if your job or family situation requires that you spend time outside or near

UV rays.People with lupus should not stay in the sun for extended periods and should

make every effort to avoid UV rays outside, which are at their peak between 10 a.m.

and 4 p.m. Don’t be fooled by an overcast day, because clouds don’t filter out all of the

sun’s UV rays. Keep track of the time you spend in the sun. It can take anywhere from

hours to days before skin abnormalities occur from sun exposure.

 

Slather on Sunscreen – Anyone who is out in the sun for more than 20 minutes daily

should apply sunscreen, but people who have lupus should be especially vigilant.

Sunscreen should have a sun protection factor (SPF) of at least 50.

 

Cover Up Your Skin to Avoid Lupus Rash –Because it is not always possible to avoid

the sun entirely, people with lupus should protect themselves with clothing, too.

Rashes caused by photosensitivity usually occur on parts of the body that are most

often exposed to sun, including the face, neck, ears, and hands. Hats with large brims,

along with tightly woven, loose-fitting, long-sleeved shirts and long pants can help

provide maximum coverage from the sun
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Be Aware of UV Rays Indoors – Many indoor offices and businesses use halogen and

fluorescent light bulbs. Copy machines also have lighting mechanisms that emit UV

rays that can cause lupus symptoms. Fortunately, there are shades, shields, filters, and

tube covers available through several manufacturers that can offer protection from UV

rays that aggravate your lupus. You can eliminate UV rays emitted by photocopiers by

simply closing the cover of the machine while the copier is in use.

 

Check Out Your Lupus Medications – Many medications, including some used to

treat lupus, can magnify the effects that sun has on a person’s body, making them

even more susceptible to the hazards of UV rays. Make sure to ask your doctor whether

or not your medications will increase your sensitivity to sun or artificial light.
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LUPUS TIP #1

BE HONEST WITH

YOUR DOCTORS

Be honest with your doctors. Tell

them exactly what's going on

good and bad. Don't let

embarrassment or pride dictate

what to divulge to your doctor.

Your treatment depends on your

honesty with your docor and

willingness to be honest with

yourself.

Place your toilet paper

roll on the holder over

the top. It makes it easier

to grab toilet paper from

the top when your joints

are inflamed and in pain.

LUPUS TIP #2

OVER THE TOP
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If you are having a bad day, say

so. Don't make everyone around

you have to guess and then get

upset when they don't know.

They aren't mind readers and

remember you hide the pain so

well. Avoid the drama and open

your mouth and let people

know when you are not having a

good day.

LUPUS TIP #3

COMMUNICATE

LUPUS TIP #4

MAKE TIME
Make time for

relaxation every single

day. Decide to enforce

healthy boundaries

that allow you time to

get refreshed and

rejuvenated.

LUPUS TIP #5

DON'T OVERDO IT

Don't overdo it when

you feel well and

cause an everlasting

flare. Learn your

limits and stick to

them

LUPUS TIP #6

REDUCE STRESS
Reduce stress by setting

realistic goals for

yourself. Everything does

not have to be done. Set

goals that include

activities that provide

you opportunities to

reduce your stress.

LUPUS TIP #7

SLEEP

Get enough sleep and

rest. Find a bed time

routine like tea and

meditation that assists

you in calming down

your pain and your

mind.

LUPUS TIP #8

EAT WELL
Your body is a reaction

at times to what you eat.

Be aware of what you

put in your body and

keep a food log to keep

track of how your eating

habits create lupus flares

or prevent them.

LUPUS TIP #9

CHORES

Use household chores

to help your joints and

pains. Washing dishes

in warm water can

settled achy hands.

Folding laundry can

help get joints moving.

LUPUS TIP  #10

STRETCH IT OUT
Stretch  your pain to a

minimal: Do a great 5 minute

stretch in the morning to wake

your muscles up and get them

ready for the day ahead. You

should always modify any

workout to your own abilities,

and search until you find one

that resonates with you.
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LUPUS TIP #11

MAKEUP

Don’t let a flare up keep you

down. You can effectively

conceal a lupus rash and

the discolored scars it leaves

with the right makeup and

the right technique. Work

with your dermatologist to

find the right concealer and

makeup for you.

LUPUS TIP  #12

AVOID THE SUN

Be sun smart and avoid

midday sun. Do not stay in

the sun for extended

periods of time. If you plan

on being outside always

wear sunscreen that is a

hight SPF of 30+ or more.

UV protective clothing, a

wide-brimmed hat,

and sunglasses are also

recommended forms of

sun protection.

LUPUS TIP  #14

FIND SUPPORT
Find a support group that

can help you release the

feelings of stress, anger and

sadness that can accompany

your lupus fight. Whether

your support comes online or

in person, it can be a valuable

source of advice and comfort.

LUPUS TIP #13

HAIR CARE

To minimize hair loss, Sleep

on a satin pillowcase to

protect your hair from

breakage. Keep your strands

moisturized. Dry, brittle hair

can break off, resulting in

thinning or weak

strands. Avoid harsh hair

care treatments

LUPUS TIP #15

DON'T SMOKE

Don’t smoke. Chemicals in

cigarette smoke make

symptoms of lupus worse and

has been linked to inflammation.  

Avoiding areas with heavy

cigarette smoke is also

recommended, because of

additional dangers of second-

hand smoke.

LUPUS TIP  #16

FOOD JOURNAL

Keep a food journal. Keep a log

of what you consume each day.

It can help you make changes

to your diet, lose weight and

track what foods bring on

flares. You can use it to

improve your health by

tracking what you eat and

drink. The journal helps you

and your doctor understand

your eating habits and how

those habits contribute to your

flares.

On a physical level, studies show

that yoga stimulates the

parasympathetic nervous system

(the calming influence), which

reduces the body's stress

response.  Yoga can help 

 change your relationship to

lupus by improving your mood

and coping skills.

LUPUS TIP #17

TRY YOGA

LUPUS TIP  #18

AROMATHERAPY

Some essential oils have

shown promise for dealing

with the pain and

inflammation naturally

associated with lupus. Oils, like

lavender oil. promotes a

healthy sleep cycle and calm

relief from stress and anxiety.

There are proven tactics for

reducing the impact of the

inflammation and pain often

experienced with lupus. Other

oils like peppermint and

orange can calm nausea and

reduce inflammation.

Allow yourself to go through the

feelings of dealing with lupus. It

harms your body more if you

hold it in. Speak to those you

trust about how you are feeling

as you battle. Don't be afraid or

ashamed to seek professional

help to sort out the many

feelings that come with lupus.

LUPUS TIP #19

LET YOUR FEELINGS FLOW

LUPUS TIP  #20

ASK FOR HELP
Don't be afraid to ask for help.

Find someone you trust that

you know won't judge you.

Don't feel guilty when you

need help. It will help you

more by asking for help when

you need it than trying to do

it all yourself and overdoing it.

There is nothing wrong with

asking for help and accepting

help when offered.



PEOPLE ALWAYS SAY

“you’re too pretty to be sick”

“everyone gets tired”

“if only he/she tried harder”

“you’re just too young to be sick”

“you’re just too smart”

“you’re lazy”

“you’re making it up/ it ’s all your head”

"you haven't prayed hard enough"

Think Before You Speak
B Y :  R A C Q U E L  H .  D O Z I E R / F O U N D E R  L U P U S  I N  C O L O R

THINK BEFORE YOU SPEAK

Just some of the things that a Lupus Warrior hears

day to day as they battle a l ife threatening disease. 

 

Just because you don't physically see the pain a

Lupus Warrior is in from day to day doesn't mean they

are not dealing with it. Many Lupus Warriors are

masters of disguise to avoid hearing harmful words

about them, making surviving and coping even

harder. 

 

Before you decide to give your opinion about

someone who's disease doesn't show outwardly

always, think about it. Educate yourself about Lupus

and don't make blanket statements that hurt more

than help!

Supporters
A WORD TO OUR



USING FOOD TO COMBAT

INFLAMMATION

F O O D S  T H A T  F I G H T  I N F L A M M A T I O N

Doctors are learning that one of the best ways to reduce

inflammation doesn't always lie in the medicine cabinet, but in the

refrigerator. Choose the right anti-inflammatory foods, and you

may be able to reduce your risk of inflammation. Consistently pick

the wrong ones, and you could accelerate the inflammatory

disease process.



T O P  A N T I -

I N F L A M M A T O R Y

F O O D S

Green Vegetables-  Green leafy vegetables are the best
foods to lower inflammation.  Their  high alkalinity
reduces inflammatory acids.  They have large amounts of
inflammation busting phytochemicals and antioxidants,
 
Salmon and Oily Fish-  Salmon, anchovies,  sardines,  and
mackerel  are ful l  of  Omega 3 fatty acids.  Studies show
omega-3’s are one of  the most effective natural  anti-
inflammatories.
 
Berries-Blueberries,  raspberries,  acai  berries,  goji
berries,  cranberries,  and strawberries have an anti-
inflammatory effect and are among the healthiest foods
you can eat.    They are ful l  of  the antioxidants,  Vitamin C
and phytonutrients needed to reduce chronic
inflammation.
 
Turmeric  -  This yel low spice is  most often associated
with Indian food, curry and yellow mustard.  It ’s  a very
powerful  anti- inflammatory that can safely reduce pain
and swell ing.  It  contains a powerful ,  non-toxic
compound called curcumin.  Studies show that
turmeric’s anti- inflammatory effects are on a par with
aspirin and ibuprofen yet have none of their  side
effects.
 
Ginger-  No l ist  of  anti- inflammatory foods is  complete
with ginger.   For centuries ginger has been savored and
revered as a culinary and medicinal  gem.Ginger’s
warming effect works as a powerful  cleanser that
mobil izes toxins and restores balance to the body.  It
also cleanses the lymphatic system, your body’s
sewages system.     Ginger decreases inflammation and
alkalizes your body.
 
To reduce levels of  inf lammation,  aim for an overall
healthy diet.  I f  you're looking for an eating plan that
closely fol lows the tenets of  anti- inflammatory eating,
consider the Mediterranean diet,  which is  high in fruits,
vegetables,  nuts,  whole grains,  f ish,  and healthy oi ls . In
addition to lowering inflammation,  a more natural ,  less
processed diet can have noticeable effects on your
physical  and emotional health.  A healthy diet is
beneficial  not only for reducing the risk of  chronic
diseases,  but also for improving mood and overall
quality of  l i fe.
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In order to quell your pain it can

be helpful in keeping a log. Many

things can affect your pain.

These can include stress, sleep,

money worries, and even the

weather. A log can help you

track the everyday things that

have an impact on your pain.

When you understand what

makes your pain worse, you can

begin to work on ways to reduce

or deal with your pain “triggers.”

LUPUS TIP #21

KEEP A PAIN LOG

LUPUS TIP  #22

ADVOCATE FOR YOU

Perhaps the most important thing

you can do to improve your survival

odds with lupus is to be your own

advocate in your lupus care. There is

no one as motivated as you to find

possible solutions both for treating

your lupus and for managing the side

effects. Make sure you are following

all of these steps in being your own

advocate as a lupus warrior.

Don't saturate your brain with

excessive googling about lupus.

It will only scare you and not all

the information you find will be

accurate. You will cause a panic

within you that shouldn't be

there. Definitely educate yourself

but don't allow yourself to be

overwhelmed with the amount of

information out there. 

LUPUS TIP #23

DON'T SATURATE

LUPUS TIP  #24

DRINK WATER Stay hydrated and drink

plenty of water. To make

drinking water a little more

bearable make lemon juice

ice cubes. Its a nice treat for

your tastebuds that not

only quenches your thirst

and hydrates your body, but

it also acts as a gentle

intestinal cleanse.

Train yourself that you are not

wasting time when you are

recovering from a flare.  Take

the time to give your body a

break after dealing with a

lupus flare. it's the only way

you won't stress your body

out and lengthen the flare.

LUPUS TIP #25

TIME

LUPUS TIP  #26

FIGHT STIGMAS

Some stigmas associated with lupus

exist. Your friends may wonder if

your lupus is contagious. Co-workers

may doubt you're healthy enough to

do your job and some family and

friends may withdraw for fear of

saying the wrong thing. Many people

will have questions and concerns. 

 Develop a plan as to how you'll deal

with others' behaviors toward you.

I HAVE LUPUS 
 LET ME

EDUCATE YOU 
 ABOUT IT!

Remind yourself, your family

and friends that even though

lupus has been a frightening

part of your life, it is not who

you are. Remind them when

you have flares you just need

to rest so you can recover

quicker.

LUPUS TIP #27

REMIND

LUPUS TIP  #28

MODIFY
It's often hard to maintain what we

used to be and what we see as a

"normal" life, so modify the things

you do daily. Make sure the things

you do fit what you are able to do

physically, mentally and spiritually.

Don't get angry with yourself with

expectations that are unreasonable

to your capabilities.  Remember

you are under construction always.

Just say NO to any guilt that

you may have around not

getting everything done at

one time. You are not a

machine that has to keep

running until your batteries

run out. 

LUPUS TIP #29

SAY NO TO GUILT

LUPUS TIP  #30

KEEP A THOUGHT JOURNAL
Keep a thought journal. This journal will

be where you keep your thoughts about

your day, about your feelings and about

how strong you are in your fight. At night

do a brain dump to get everything form

the day out of your mind you can sleep

better at night. Doing this for 30 days will

develop a habit that will be beneficial to

your mental health.
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Be easy on yourself. You are

fighting a difficult battle. Don't

be so hard on the new you. Take

a moment to realize how much

you have overcome to be where

your are right now.  Believe you

are strong, courageous and

brave and know you will be

okay beyond lupus.

LUPUS TIP #31

BE EASY ON YOURSELF

LUPUS  T I PS
T I PS  TO  HELP  YOU  ON  YOUR  LUPUS  JOURNEY



Managing
COVID-19
Stress
Tips on looking
after yourself



Take a break
from the news.
Information overload can be
upsetting. Make an effort to switch
off your screens once in a while.

Source: WHO



Make time
to unwind.
Use a few minutes of your day
to do something you enjoy.

Source: WHO



Take care of
your body.
Meditate, eat well-balanced
meals, take deep breaths. Aside
from staying safe, stay healthy.

Source: WHO



Connect
with others.
Talk to people you trust about your
concerns and how you're feeling.

Source: WHO



The situation may be
overwhelming, but

coping with stress will
make you, the people
you care about, and

your community
stronger.

Source: WHO



LUPUS WARRIOR STORIES
OF HOPE
Butterflies



Over a period of two years, my condition had worsened and I had developed lung infections, kidney infections, acute
heart palpitations, I was weak, fragile and becoming immobile. Holding the wall to walk and being unable to wake up
from bed was becoming my new norm. 
 
The doctors and specialists, told me that there is nothing that I can do to make myself better as I approached them
about diet changes and alternate therapies.
 
I knew I had to make a choice to change the direction of my life as I knew I had a purpose far bigger than my current
situation. I was not prepared to remain as is.
 
I had chosen to believe in myself, in my capabilities and was determined to challenge the diagnosis, and apply my
strength, courage, bravery and hope to get better.
 
My choice: I want to be healthy and well. This became my focus and I made choices and most importantly took actions,
that were aligned with this and I am now healing the side effects from the disease and healing into remission. The
most important change, was my diet. I started eliminating most sugars, carbohydrates, red meat and I included a lot
more fish, fruit and fresh vegetables. It was only at this time I learned and realized how important gut health is in
healing as just by merely changing my eating regime, I gained more energy and was becoming more mobile. The key is
to being consistent and trust me, my wheels fell off many a time, but the idea is to get back up and try again. The
feeling of feeling well definitely outweighs the feeling of being ill. If you do not make time for your wellness, you will be
forced to make time for your illness.
 
I was amazed by the results of my choices and so were the doctors and I could not explain and understand how my
choices and actions, impacted my new reality. I went on to studying and qualifying as an accredited Life and NLP
Coach to learn and understand the science of the brain and how the choices we make impact our reality.
 

Prithee Govindsamy
Lupus In Color

BUTTERFLIES OF HOPE
WARRIOR STORY

Emerge YOUnique with Prithee_G
My name is Prithee Govindsamy and at the age of 37, I was living a life full of energy
and was content in my life with what I had. I was happy, I was healthy, I built a good
stable career, I was happily married and had two precious healthy kids. I was
comfortable in my zone because it was safe, it was familiar and I liked it here. 
 
Life interrupted in March 2016 when I unexpectedly fell very ill and had been told by
the doctors that I might be paralyzed from my waist and that I might never be able to
walk again. 
 
In June 2016, I was diagnosed with an incurable auto-immune disease, Lupus, which is a
condition whereby the body’s immune system attacks itself. It attacked my muscles, the
joints and the nerves causing debilitating pain. I had undergone 6 months of
chemotherapy with the intention of remission. It did not work and after the six-month
period, I also developed Sjogren’s Syndrome, Fibromyalgia, Scleroderma and Nephritis.



My new found purpose with this knowledge and my life experiences is
to educate, inspire and motivate people to overcome illnesses and
challenges in their lives by having a change in mindset to achieve what
they want. I am using platforms as an Author, a Self-Discovery Coach
and Inspirational Speaker to share my journey as a Lupus Warrior.
 
I have written and published a book called, LUPUS MY LEGEND, that
was published on 28 April 2020. This fascinating book shares my
journey of life's interruptions,  darkness, hope  and light of being
diagnosed with Lupus and the impact that it had in all areas of my life. .
I have dedicated an entire chapter to creating awareness on what
Lupus is, the symptoms, the diagnosis and the treatment of
it. As a Lupus Warrior, I share valuable insights and coping mechanisms,
over and above the diet change mentioned above, that is helping me
significantly to heal the side effects from this debilitating, painful, and
incurable illness. This life changing book is available on amazon.com
 
I chose to specialise as a Self-Discovery Coach as LUPUS has taught me
about myself. When I discovered who I was and who I wanted to be, I
found purpose in my life and most importantly, I started loving and
appreciating myself. When I knew my worth, I started fighting from a
place of self believe and self-love which led to a place of self-healing. I
had shifted from a reality of illness to reality of well being by making a
choice and taking action. I share my knowledge as a qualified and
accredited Life and NLP Coach and my experiences to guide people into
emerging YOUnique and identifying their authentic self.
 
My motto is “Emerge YOUnique” as my aim is to emerge people to their
uniqueness and conquer all that they want in life. It is possible when
you discover who you are and know your self-worth.
 
 

Connect with me
 
Website:        www.pritheeg.co.za
 
Facebook:     www.facebook.com/Lupusmylegend/
 
Instagram:     @prithee_g
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Of course I was sent to get an MRI and found out I had Bone loss from being immobile over 3 months, a bone spur, 
calcification of my Achilles tendon and 3 tears. I needed a second surgery and had to start all over. Of course it was in
the middle of all of this COVID-19 that was taking over, but I was fortunate enough to get into surgery before they
started canceling surgeries.  At that point, I was taken off all my medications that helped suppress my flares 10 days
before my first surgery in June of 2019 and have not been cleared to go back on them due to the risk of infection.  My
second surgery was March 17th and I'm still non weight bearing. 
 
So, for the past year I haven't been able to do much of anything, between the surgeries and flare ups. It's been tough!!
 
I've been experiencing severe pressure in my chest, left side and back. I was diagnosed with Bronchitis and
Pericarditis.  My body feels as though it's literally breaking down right before my eyes. 
 
I'm sharing this with everyone because I want you all to know "I have Lupus but Lupus DOES NOT have me!!" 
 
I appreciate all of you and this group! Thank you all for being there, encouraging me and most important reminding
me I'm not in the fight alone! 
 
God Bless you All and Fight that Fight...You got this!! 
 
We are Lupus Strong!!
 
 
With Love, 
Nicole 

Hello everyone my name is Nicole and I'm a 46 year old Lupus Warrior. I was
diagnosed with Lupus 17 years ago. I've battle many battles over the past 17 years
but I must admit this past 4 years have been the hardest. My Flares became more
frequent and sometime lasted months.  I had no choice but to move back home to
the farm so I could be closer to my family and my support system.
 
In the past 13 months I've had 2 surgeries on my right foot. The first injury was
March 2019. I stood up from a sitting position and broke a bone in my foot and tore
my peroneal tendon, my surgery was June 23, 2019. I had 5 cast and was no weight
bearing for 3 1/2 months. I then went to Physical therapy 2 times a week from Sept
2019 - Jan 2020. I was 2 weeks from finishing and was finally able to wear shoes and
woke up in terrible pain making it impossible to walk.

Nicole Dorsey
Lupus In Color

BUTTERFLIES OF HOPE
WARRIOR STORY
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After 4 years of this pain moving and finally crippling my entire body, I was diagnosed. Being diagnosed was
the saddest yet happiest day in a sense. I mean yes I was devastated but I also was happy or better yet
relieved. I cried for not only for the unknown that would be but I cried for finally finally having that relief of
knowing no I wasn't crazy that  there was something really wrong with me. 
 
It hasn't been easy since that day but I've learned how to finally cope understand and manage my flares.
One thing I do miss is the sun hitting my face and skin but the sun is my enemy who wants to destroy me
lol. 
 
I do have one positive thing every May, I get to spread awareness everywhere I can via Facebook Instagram
and Twitter. 
 
 
Thank you Lupus in Color for all that you do.  
 
Love to all of us Lupus Warriors keep fighting and spreading awareness
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Hello my name is Analilia Carabay. This May marks 11 years of when I began
my Lupus journey. May brings me a mixed emotions, sadness, anxiousness
but, most of all it brings me pain. 
 
It all began after my son was born that Sept 2008 and in May 2009 I began to
have a pain in my hands I had never felt before. After 2 months I went to the
doctor and all I was told was, you have arthritis. 
 
My life would continue moving forward and I just dealt with the pain. I didn't
catch on to the summer being my worse months of flares ups until years
later.

Analilia Carabay
Lupus In Color

BUTTERFLIES OF HOPE
WARRIOR STORY



Over the past two years I've noticed a rash around my nose. At first I ignored it, because it always went away, 
until it didn't.  My joint pain was consistently getting worse,  especially in my hands and feet. In early 2019, I
noticed that I was starting to develop thinning and bald patches on my head. I went to one dermatologist and
she biopsied  a section where I was thinning,  and diagnosed me with CCC alopecia. She dismissed my face
rash. I started to see a gastroenterologist later last year,   who noticed the rash,   and learned of MULTIPLE
family members who have Lupus in one way or another and sent me to my primary care to test me while the
rash was active. The day I got the blood work done was the day I scheduled my 1st rheumatologist
appointment. My new rheumatologist  read my tests results and said,  "you're high positive", and the bottom
dropped out of my stomach.   My husband's and my plans for getting pregnant with our second child, after
having bariatric surgery to get healthy, and waiting almost 7 years to do so,  seemed to have evaporated right
before my eyes. I now have to wait (again).
 
Officially I've been diagnosed with discoid lupus on my face and scalp, and I'm still in testing to see where else
I'm being affected. I'm experimentally being treated with multiple medications to find what works for me that
I can take before and while pregnant. Meanwhile I've had joint inflammation and pain near constantly, my
family worries about me (even the 7 year old), worried about COVID-19, and trying to navigate my new
normal, and figure out what that even is. My mantra now is to be kind to myself, and to take it one day, one
moment, one breath at a time. This is only the start of my journey, I have a long road ahead of me. 
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My name is Brittany May. Here is my story.  I was diagnosed with Lupus on
January 10, 2020, but that was not the beginning of my Lupus journey. My
aunt was diagnosed with Lupus of the kidneys when she was 16. Since I was
little,  it was the monster under the bed,  the boogeyman in the closet,  the
scary unknown that almost took her life multiple times.  Unbeknownst to me,
I was watching a blueprint of what not to do. Don't get me wrong,   she did
the best she could do with what was available at the time,   but she made
many decisions that,  at best caused new complications, and at worst almost
took her life.   I've dealt with joint pain since my early teen years,   mouth
sores, insomnia,  random unknown maladies that had no reason,  no source.
Twice I've gone to the hospital for pain that was unexplained. Bloodwork
came back negative, just was given pain meds and sent on my way.

Brittany May
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My story is, I am 37 years old, was diagnosed at 7 yrs old with discoid Lupus. At 11
years old I was diagnosed with Lupus Nephritis. I have taken chemo twice in my life,
a ton of medications and procedures to help keep the Lupus in me at a Remission
state. I was pregnant at 25 with no complications at all! I had an overall great
pregnancy compared to most pregnancies, especially my own birth to my mother,
whom also has Lupus.
 
I don't look like what I have been through or currently dealing with now because of
my faith and hope in Jesus Christ. GOD IS DEFINITELY KEEPING ME! Regardless of
what's going on in my body or what I see with my natural eye, the fact that they
haven't found a cure, YET, I KNOW I HAVE THE VICTORY OVER LUPUS! I WALK BY
FAITH NOT BY SIGHT! MY FAITH IS BIGGER AND STRONGER THAN LUPUS! I AM A
STRONG WARRIOR WHO REFUSES TO GO OUT   WITHOUT A FIGHT...I MAY HAVE
LUPUS BUT LUPUS DOESN'T HAVE ME!!!

Monique Moore
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For me it took so many years of different
medical errors to occur before I was
diagnosed correctly.
 
Right now I have severe alopecia and
constant pain in my scalp, I get pretty
depressed easily (trying my best to stay
happy and grateful) periodic fevers and
muscle pain here and there.
 
I am really thankful and pray that some day
we will get a cure for lupus.
 
Super proud and happy about all you all at
lupus in color do!! Keep up the amazing
work!!!

My Name is Safinat. I have been a lupus warrior for over 14
years now. I am from Nigeria and believe me when I say it
isn’t easy to cope with lupus in this part of the world. So far
so good been so thankful for life, love and family. 
 
I recently started lupus awareness in Nigeria
@lupusawarenessnigeria_  to help warriors or those who
have the disease and don’t even know it to be able to get help
faster. 

Safinat Abubakar
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After numerous ER visits and test, the one thing I had done longer than almost  anything else in
my life was being threatened when being told by Drs. that due to the chronic fatigue and pain
and inflammation in the joints that lupus caused I would never play again.
 
The aches pains associated with lupus are debilitating. And I often find myself having to take
long therapeutic baths just to get some  kind of relief from the pain  not controlled by
medications. The obstacles I face daily with lupus were far more demanding than I would have
ever imagined they’d be.  Lupus can attacks and destroy any of the organs so in addition to my
diagnosis of lupus,  I also developed pericarditis  which    is  a heart condition  associated
with  lupus, a condition  that  causes pain in the chest,  irregular heartbeat  and  shortness of
breath.
 
After a period of fear, frustration and almost feeling defeated I realize the only way I was going
to Beat Lupus was I had to activate and allow my faith in God to truly work in my life.

My name is Dion Langley and I am a professional drummer. I began
playing the drums at the age of 6 and soared to all sorts of heights in
my career playing with some of the biggest acts and artists ; but nothing
prepared me for one of the biggest challenges I would soon face . 
 
In 2010 I was diagnosed with systematic lupus (SLE) and it completely
changes my life. I went from being able to enjoy energetic and
adventurous outings and activities with my children,
family and loved ones to barely being able to get out of bed in the
morning. Lupus was starting to impact my life in a drastic way.

Dion Langley
Lupus In Color
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God revealed to me that your career as a professional
drummer gives you a platform to reach millions of
people use it to bring awareness to this disease as well as
educate which birthed my vision #Beatlupus.  
 
Through #Beatlupus I want to be the male voice for lupus
and  make a nationwide impact on
the entire  lupus community. I want to reach all the lupus
warriors ( especially men ) as well as the families and loves
as well to be equipped with as much knowledge
as possible, to know what it takes to live a long, successful
and productive life all while living with lupus.   
 
 

Connect with me
 

Dion Langley
Independent Drummer

Lupus Advocate
CEO/ PRESIDENT #BeatLupus

TEG Entertainment Group
Phone: 757-642-4426

Email: drum4lupus@gmail.com
Website: drum4lupus.org
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I will be 50 years old in November and I feel like I still have so
much more to offer/ give whether it is advice or support.  Not to
mention my daughter was also diagnosed with Lupus 2 years
ago so it is very important to me that I am here to help her
navigate through this thing called life.  Lupus is not a death
sentence and we will not claim it as such... My Family and
Friends keep me grounded and help support me through the
good and bad times. As I have gotten older I have offered my
voice as an advocate to my Lupus Chapter to speak with our
Congressmen and Senator to express the importance of
disability to support those with this disease for both work and
personal challenges. I would not change anything I have gone
through because I am Grateful and truly Blessed.  I do not look
like all that I have been through but my journey is not over and I
am looking forward for what’s to come.   I will continue to push
for better healthcare, better medicine options, better Coverage
for those in the workforce and Disability for those that have
been denied.  I am a Lupus Warrior.

Hi, my name is Jackie Polk and I have Lupus.I first heard about Lupus when
my Mom was diagnosed with it and passed away from it when I was 19.
 Before she passed she made me promise to get tested every year for it.  I
did exactly that.  Nothing showed up until I was 28 yrs old.  Almost 6
months after I had my 1st child.  I was scared and thought I was going to
die like she did.  I was a surgical technician so my world was shaken upside
down when I was diagnosed.  Luckily for me I was Blessed with a Loving
and understanding husband.  My boss was also very understanding and
helped guided me to a good Rheumatologist to help me get my health in
order.  I had to change my job career due to this life changing disease but I
choose to stay in the medical field so that I maybe able to help others in a
different  capacity.  I worked in surgical, Ob/Gyn, Plastic, Front/Back office
as a Medical Assistant, Home / Fire  and Total Loss Insurance Claims.
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I didn't know anything about lupus, but I was extremely scared and I Googled my illness a lot
after that. I was put on intense steroids and I started feeling better but after a week I could go
home but I was extremely weak. I was also very depressed, all my friends left and my
boyfriend didn't want to be with someone who was sick. I felt very alone and I was depressed.
I didn't leave my room and I didn't even leave my house until my mom and dad forced me to
go shopping even though I was weak and tired. 
 
I was still in high school and my high school forced me to write my end exam I was a senior in
high school. I was in my last year and I was supposed to go to prom and I didn't want to
because I was extremely depressed. I did end up going though all because of my parents, they
were my support system through all this. 
 
I took my tablets everyday and I got better but gained a lot weight and since  I was skinny
before, I started hating my body. I always covered my body but with time I am still getting to
be comfortable. My path with lupus hasn't been the best, I still have bad days, but I do thank
God for my life and I am willing to fight the good fight

My name is Remantha, I'm from South Africa, I am a lupus warrior. I
am 20 years old and I was  diagnosed almost 2 years ago (in May it
will be 2 years) I was 18 at the time and I was extremely sick for
about 3 months. It started with me vomiting, after that I was
diagnosed with arthritis. The doctor told me I had gland fever for a
very long time. After dealing with all that, I was taken to a hospital to
get stabilized. I was extremely scared because I thought I would die
because all the tests that were run on me with no answers. It took
doctors 3 days to discover what was actually wrong and then I was
finally diagnosed with lupus.
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 I immediately went to emergency room where I spent 8 hours. Finally the
ophthalmologist asked if I have been diagnosed with an autoimmune
disease? My answer was no. She diagnosed me with uveitis. She gave me
3 eye drops and discharged me. 
 
Fast forward, I went in to my internal medicine doctor for regular check
up. I Informed her of my situation with my eye and she sent me for blood
work. 16 tubes of blood first round and second round 10 tubes. The 3rd
round was x-rays of every bone in my body. I was then diagnosed with SLE
lupus. 
 
I found out my father's sister had lupus and at that time the only medicine
was prednisone. I can remember her skin was flaky, scaly and would
bleed when scratched. 
 
I can say this past 2 years I have fought for my life. With the help of my
husband, my children, family, and friends I will continue to fight. 
 

I AM A WARRIOR!!!!! I HAVE LUPUS, LUPUS DOESN'T HAVE ME.

My name is Lashunda Reaves. I was born and raised in St. Petersburg,
Florida. I am a Registered nurse and I work night shift. On March 18, 2018
I was diagnosed with SLE lupus.
 
I have always felt tired and some pain, but I looked at it as me working the
night shift and many hours. I have also had 4 miscarriages. 
 
I have always had issues with my hair falling out and dry scalp which was
being treated as eczema. One morning  after working a night shift, I woke
up and my right eye was completely closed, painful, and throbbing.

Lupus In Color
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My good friend suggested I try again. In March 2011, I became
a Correctional Officer for Cook County. I was proud of myself,
the pain I endured, the money I spent, the time I invested. I
had no family support. I had to rely on God and a few friends
to help me with my sons.
 
My health reared again, and I developed more auto immune
problems, but I continued to try to get better. I got into fitness
again became a Personal Trainer opened up my own gym in
2014. 2016 I made another milestone by finally becoming a
Police Officer. After losing family members, miscarriages,
being attacked at work, marriage failing I  made it through all
of this. I was in the best shape of my life. My personal life
sucks but my professional life was amazing.
 
2016 I developed HEART problems and had to wear a heart
monitor a month before I started the Police Academy. I
refused to let that stop me.  October 2017, I kept falling down.
Hospitalized.

As I sit in silence, I hear so many thoughts. What did I do? Who did I hurt?
Is this Karma. Why me? When will this be over? Why I can't get over this?
How did I get here? Is this my new life!
 
Living with Lupus has been a thorn in my side since 2008 attacking my
SKIN. Facebook has these memories that pop up and it shows me saying
how Lupus affected me around the same time year after year. Am I the
reason? Am I harming myself? What can I do different? I have always
wanted to be a Police Officer. I finally took the test in 2004. 2005 I couldn't
start because I had my spleen removed. I gave up. I was working and
being a mom.

Lupus In Color
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Lupus attacking my BRAIN. March 2018 my squad car was
rear- ended. Hospitalized. I injured my left leg developed DVT
and PE. Blood clot in left leg and one on each LUNG. April
2018 hospitalized Lupus attack my KIDNEYS. Category II and
IV Lupus Nephritis. My son graduated from High school and
went off to College. August 2018, I sprained my ankle in 3
places. I was off work from March until October 2018 with no
income.
 
God helped me survive. November, twice in December 2018
Lupus attacks my EYES, twice in January 2019 and February I
was in the hospital because Lupus attacked my Kidneys, eyes
and lungs. I was off work again from January until May 2019
with no income, but God is keeping me.  
 
In 2019 was hospitalized every month except April and July. I
am more focused on what I am eating that is causing my
Lupus flare and how I can live my best life. 
 
I turned 40 in 2019 on January 26 and I promised myself I was
going to do 40 new things that year and I did. 

On March 7th 2019 I became  a member of the First Lupus Sorority  - Lambda Sigma Sigma Lupus
Sorority, Inc. Founded by LaCasha Lee in Chicago on August 13, 2018. 
 

Lupus will not win. 
 

I walk for myself. 
 

I walk for awareness. 
 

I walk for health. 
 

I walk for you. 
 

This girl treks. 
 

Next time join me. 
 

Help Me find a cure for Lupus. 
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They also see my raging anger when I am unable to
do the simplest things like getting in my car because the pain is
so unbearable.  
 
I’m going to see if I can break the words pain and anger down to
a much simpler, easier to understand term that will better
describe what Lupus does to me on a daily basis.  
 
The following definition of pain below comes from
the Merriam-Webster Dictionary.  Somehow
it seems to be lacking what pain means in my world.  That is…The
Lupus World.
 
Pain
(1): a localized or generalized unpleasant bodily
sensation or complex of sensations that causes mild to severe
physical discomfort and emotional distress and typically results
from bodily disorder (such as injury or disease)
//acute shooting pains Also: the state marked by the presence of
such sensations//was in constant pain

Have you ever tried to describe something and just couldn’t find the
right words? You didn’t know how to describe it or how to even
explain it. No matter how much you searched for the word, it just
couldn’t be found in any dictionary. Since being diagnosed with
Lupus in 2013, I’ve struggled with explaining or defining what I deal
with on a daily basis when it comes to Lupus. The definition isn’t an
easy one to define with just one word.
 
A couple of words come to mind that I keep coming back to.  Pain is
one word and the other word is Anger. Family and friends see me struggle
with Lupus.  They see the crazy pain I suffer.

Lupus In Color
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(2): a basic bodily sensation that is induced by a
noxious stimulus, is received by naked nerve endings, is associated with actual or potential tissue damage, is
characterized by physical discomfort (such as pricking, throbbing, or aching), and typically leads to evasive
action.
 
Pain can come in all forms when it comes to Lupus.  Lupus pain does not discriminate at all.  When it reaches
out, it doesn’t matter who you are, what you are, where you are or where you are going.  It
reaches out with tentacles and WILL NOT let go until it’s ready to leave.
 
When Lupus pain grabs you, you have no choice but to succumb to it.  You have to give in.  Take the meds,
crawl in the bed, back out on that fun evening you had planned with friends or family, let your household
responsibilities fall to the wayside and pray above all that Lupus pain doesn’t keep you down for long. 
 
There is another side of Lupus.  That’s anger. Merriam-Webster’s definition of anger is below.
Anger A strong feeling of displeasure and usually of antagonism //You could hear the anger in his voice.
//She found it hard to control her anger.
 
When it comes to Lupus anger, Merriam-Webster seems to miss the mark. Lupus anger hits you hard.  It hits
where it hurts. It hits when you least expect it.  It festers and grows, digging its roots in the deepest recesses of
your mind.  It is out of control.  You are angry because of the Lupus pain. 
 
I plan on writing Merriam-Webster one day. I want a word that will describe in detail what this Lupus feeling
is.  I am proposing a new word be added…PAINGRY.
 
Paingry
A localized or generalized unpleasant bodily sensation or complex of sensations that causes severe physical
discomfort and emotional distress that results from having the mysterious illness known as Lupus.
It’s also the state marked by the presence of such sensations caused by Lupus flares. 
//Her paingry was so severe she was homebound for a week.
//He experienced paingry when he planned to go to the movies and had to back out because he was in a flare.
//She had to leave her high school football game because she was so paingry.
//Her paingry was out of control when she couldn’t go to her high school prom.
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Sylvia McKelvey is the founder of a non-profit, 3
Wishes For Her, simply known as 3W.  She founded
the non-profit, along with her daughters, Shonda
and Anna in January 2013.  She was diagnosed that
same year in June with Lupus.  She spends her days
working with women that have critically ill children
while she battles Lupus, Fibromyalgia, Sjogrens,
and Raynaud’s Syndrome. She is able to chase her
dream with the wonderful support of her family,
friends and medical team.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Follow 3 Wishes by any of the means below
 
http://www.3WishesForHer.org
http://www.Facebook.com/3WishesForHer    
http://www.Twitter.com/3WishesForHer

As the founder of a non-profit, I experience this word that is not in the Merriam-Webster dictionary. 
There are days, sometimes weeks that paingry will be the only way I can describe what I’m feeling
while trying to work. I’m unable to function and help the moms that need the support my organization
has to offer.  It’s sad that a word that doesn’t have a definition has found it’s way in my life.  It’s deep in
my personal world.  It’s deep in my working world. It is especially deep in my Lupus World.
 
I pray for a cure for Lupus so that there is no need for Merriam-Webster to consider my new word and
new definition… because if a cure is found maybe new generations won’t have to experience the
debilitating paingry that is Lupus.
 
Sylvia McKelvey, Founder
3 Wishes For Her
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Some days I feel like pushing, while other days
are meant for rest.  
 
Regardless of what stage I’m at in my journey,
yoga has helped me develop a sense of
normalcy among the uncertainty. 
 
My message to all my fellow Spoonies out
there- find one thing that brings you joy. 
Doesn’t have to be anything big, just
something that will help you get through the
tough days and flares.  You can do this!

I was diagnosed with SLE just over a year ago. After years
of being misdiagnosed and having symptoms no doctor
could explain, it was a mental breakdown that led to the
discovery of my diagnosis. 
 
The SLE I have effects my nervous system, so my odds of
having a stroke are 50 times higher than that of a typical
human being. Therefore, yoga is my lifeline.  Yoga meets
me where I am, it never judges me or tells me I’m not
enough.  It is as gentle or as vigorous as I need it to be,
and honors my journey.  
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Pain settled all over my body while maintaining my full time job
as a service manager at an auto shop. Despite my pain, I pushed
through and went to work every day. One day at work, my pain
was so bad that the owner of the company noticed it and wanted
me to go to urgent care to get checked. I fought him, but he’s the
owner, so I went. From urgent care after 8 hours, the doctors
told me they needed to send me to the hospital for further
diagnosis. 19 days later in the hospital, I was told “You have
Lupus” my first reply was, “what is Lupus?”
 
Since that time, I went through major complications in my life
because of Lupus. It has affected every major organ in my body
and most current, my brain. Some of the most notable
procedures included a Bone Marrow Stem Cell Transplant to
slow my Lupus activity down, Kidney Transplant, Right Knee
replacement, Left Shoulder replacement, Gall Bladder removed,
Interstitial Lung disease, and Encephalopathy in my brain. I also
had to deal with Ulcers in my throat and esophagus that I had to
eat from a feeding tube for 2 weeks, 

My name is Emmitt Henderson III, I was diagnosed with Systemic Lupus back
in 1995, however, my symptoms of Discoid Lupus took a toll on my skin
when I was a young boy at the age of 10. Back then it was not diagnosed as
Lupus but treated as a skin disease. For a year, I had skin rashes and
blemishes all over my upper body that ended up going away. I thought I was
cured. 
 
15 years later, I had joint pains in my knees, wrist, and shoulders that I could
not explain. They were so bad I went to the emergency room a few times just
for them to send me home saying they cannot find anything wrong. Keep in
mind all they did was X-rays at that time.
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Going through all that, made me the Warrior I am today. I
created my brand Male Lupus Warriors because that is exactly
what I am. During my journey I haven’t found too many men
speaking out on Lupus so I decided to be the Voice. Because of
it, I was honored to be in magazine articles on health and
wellness, Live news appearances about Lupus, I was given
speaking events from the Lupus Foundation of America Socal, I
was honored an award for Lupus Advocacy  and featured on
radio talk shows.
 
I’m also Vice President to a nonprofit organization founded by
my partner called Hugs and Bags. We provide food, clothing,
toiletries and we do haircuts for our community Free of charge.
Since Covid-19, we provided over 3,500 meals to those in need.
Doing this, brings Joy to my Heart as well as keeping my
attention off of whatever Lupus brings me.
 
My goal for Male Lupus Warriors is to educate, inspire and
spread awareness on Lupus. It’s also to encourage the fellas to
speak out on their illnesses and come together to help others. I
speak on Lupus and Mental Health in hope to encourage
people to not be a victim to their illness.
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She was rushed to the hospital were they kept her to
get her levels down.  It was a start of a whole new
world with her only being 8 years old. 
 
She was monitored closely. She couldn’t do normal 8
yr. old things. Suniya was diagnosed with anxiety
and depression. 
 
She has family to keep her motivated and knowing
God is by her side she was and is able to get through
her tough times. Just this year the doctors came to
the agreement that she has SLE .      
     
  “Lupus was a adventure of the life time it almost
makes me compare to wonder”
 

SUNIYA IS MY WARRIOR!

In 2017 Suniya was diagnosed with overlap syndrome. Her
symptoms were weird, she started with swelling of the feet and
could not walk. We went to the hospital and they ran tests and
they stated she had the flu. She did proper treatment for that,
but her feet swelled again. We took her to her pediatrician
office they tested her again for the flu it was positive again. She
later went back to the pediatrician and the nurse practitioner
did research to test her for lupus and her levels were extremely
high at 4000.
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I went through a lot of bullying. I was bullied by the very same people whom I thought were my
friends and best friends.
 
I was bullied for how my fingers were shaped, how they were blue/purple, how I would be in
and out of the hospital. They talked about how nasty they thought I was.
 
But to my high school friends, the true friends , Ralitza Gawises, Bernelee Kahiiko and Trisha
Skrywer, I just want to use this opportunity to thank you guys. I love you all still today.
 
So to make things short, I have been living with Lupus for over 13 years. I am legally disabled,
but I have my own company and I am my own BOSS.
 
I just want to thank the all mighty, my King in Heaven and His one and only begotten Son Jesus
Christ for His mercy and His grace. Without Him, I wouldn't have Hope.
 
Today I have my own Lupus Support group on WhatsApp and also a Christian group whereby I
plan on motivating the young people.

THIS IS MY STORY

My name is Leila Muxinga and I was diagnosed with Lupus at the
age of 14 and this is my story.
 
Back before I got diagnosed, I was misdiagnosed for about 2
years by a doctor who passed on a while ago, he was our family
doctor. Later on I got referred to my current physician, who is a
Specialist Dr.Goagoseb and he officially diagnosed me
with SLE in 2010.
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The first thing that Alyshia tried to do, was find support in her
community. She felt that if she could just talk to someone who
had been through what she was going through, that it would
encourage her, and help her get through. However, she found
absolutely nothing. Despite the treatment plan that Alyshia
was placed on, Lupus remained fully active, and wrecked
havoc on her life for a year and a half. Lupus had caused her
to lose most of her hair, she carried around 40 lbs of painful
edema, or fluid, in her feet and legs, skin rashes, and a
swollen round face from the high dosages of steroids
prescribed to suppress her immune system. For the first time
in Alyshia's life, she was insecure, and she was alone.
 
In January of 2014, lupus caused her to go into acute kidney
failure. After six long months of chemotherapy, she finally
began walking on her path to recovery. She then decided that
she never wanted anyone in her community, or in the world,
to go through what she went through alone. In 2015, she
created the organization, Making Lupus Look Good. 

Alyshia Merchant fell suddenly ill in the summer of 2012, at the age of
23. She began having extreme fatigue, body aches, joint pain, and
excruciating headaches all in a matter of days. Shortly after, she began
having more visible complications, such as rashes on her face, hair loss,
and swollen puffy eyes. Constant visits to the ER over the course of
three months revealed no clue as to what was going on with her body. It
was only when she began having serious life threatening symptoms
such as high fevers, vomiting, swelling in her feet and legs, and
blackouts, that she was finally hospitalized. After several long days of
testing, and a kidney biopsy, in October of 2012, she tested positive for
SLE Lupus Nephritis. From that day on, Alyshia's life was never the
same.
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MLLG is dedicated to empowering women that are suffering silently
with the many insecurities that the lupus battle may bring. The MLLG
mission is to restore the confidence in these women that lupus has
stolen from them, by providing them with a full glam experience
including makeovers, wigs for hair loss, skin care, etc, and full
photoshoots at no cost to the patient whatsoever. The purpose of the
makeovers is to remind these women of the beauty that God has given
them, despite the many insecurities that lupus may throw their way. In
July of 2015, MLLG partnered with The Lupus Foundation Of America,
and created the first ever Lupus Awareness Event in Roanoke, Virginia.
In March of 2016, Alyshia received the UBU Honors “Event Of The Year
Award.” In February of 2017, Alyshia received the C.C Williams
Community Service Award from the Urban Professional League, along
with the “You Are A Star In The Star City” award by Mayor Sherman
Lee. In October of 2017, Alyshia became certified as a Chronic Disease
Self-Management leader through Stanford University. With this, she
leads workshops in the community, to help others living with Chronic
Illnesses learn to better cope with, and maintain control over their
illnesses. In 2019, she created The Survivor’s Circle, the first lupus
support group in her community in over a decade. And in 2020, she
became one of thirteen people chosen across the country to be a
Team Of Advisors Member for  PatientsLikeMe, the world’s largest
personalized health network.
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Since Alyshia's lupus diagnosis, she has also been
diagnosed with Pseudo Tumor Ceribri, a rare
neurological condition caused by lupus, that
mimics the symptoms of a brain tumor. Although
she has learned to better manage her illnesses
over the years, she still battles much pain and
insecurities every single day. Which is why her
God given passion is to bring as much awareness
as she can to lupus and invisible illnesses, and to
let lupus warriors across the world know that
they aren't alone in this battle, and that she is
fighting with them.
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The pain on my legs and my muscles was
overwhelming.
 
I decided to go to a vascular doctor. When I
went to take off my shoes, he only saw the
bottom of my feet. In his words, he told me
go to Mercy Hospital. He stated, "I know
what you have, but will tell you after its
confirmed. "
 
The next day he told me, "you have SLE," my
world as I knew it ended FEBRUARY 14,1991.

I was 26 when my pain started. I went to endless
doctors and they all would tell me it was all in my
head that it was a mental one.
 
Thanksgiving day I sat down and out of nowhere I got
a fever of 102 and became paralyzed. I stayed home
because I thought I was going crazy. 
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I have a post-graduate career goal of becoming a well-rounded
clinician and leader, ultimately growing to become influential
pharmacist.  The stress of pharmacy school caused multiple flare
ups. I consistently missed medication doses because of class or
study schedules. Throughout my academic journey, I have faced,
and have overcame, many obstacles. I didn’t let my condition
obstruct my vision and goals. I strove to be a reliable pharmacist
that went above and beyond for my patients and help them
manage their chronic conditions. Through the tireless support of
my mentors, family, and friends, and a beyond-grueling
curriculum, in 2018, I became Dr. Jessica Shadae Dowd, a
registered pharmacist in the state of Florida. 
 
Furthermore, I recently started an Instagram page,
@dowdvslupus, to share my experiences as a lupus warrior, and
to promote uplifting and support individuals with Lupus or any
autoimmune diseases.  

I am Dr. Jessica Shadae Dowd, RPh, and I currently live with two forms of Lupus,
(SLE and Cutaneous). At the young age of 12, Lupus came barging into my life.
Rashes and scars covered my face and I was losing weight quickly. Thankfully, an
early diagnosis prevented permanent damage, but I was forced to quickly adjust to
my new lifestyle. Honestly, I truly hated everything about this transition. I began a
complicated medication regimen. I began to gain weight.  I watched my parents
painstakingly try to remember every medication, what it was for, when to give it to
me, and the local community pharmacist was not helpful when my family had
questions about them.  My parents had no idea about how to raise a child with a
chronic condition, but they did their best and I’m grateful for that. My experience
influenced me to become a pharmacist so that I could help other patients and
families like mine.
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I was later diagnosed with Systemic Lupus Erythematosus by infectious disease doctor and was linked with a
Rheumatologist and internal medicine doctor.  I was put on several different medications with one being
prednisone to help control lupus.
 
After being home for only 2 days I was rushed back to the hospital and admitted where emergency surgery
was done called Pericardiocentesis.  Due to all the issues from the lupus flare of giving birth, another
surgery, a heart doctor was added to my care.  I was in the hospital this time for about 7 days and unable to
visit with my newborn baby prohibited bonding time.  All that I could do was call to check on my baby and
let my husband and mother visit with her.  She was later discharged as a healthy baby at 4 weeks old with
no major medical issues where we bonded and still have a strong bond today.
 
Depression hit after receiving the diagnosis of lupus.  I was hurt, didn’t know what direction to turn because
I was in a new relationship, a new baby, and trying to finish school. Then to be told you have lupus and
wasn’t familiar with the disease made things even harder for me at the time.  It was an emotional process
that I was not ready for at the time because I was only 21 years and that was concerned the prime of one’s
life.  I had support from my family, church family and friends helped me through a very hard time in my life. 
To help me with coping I educated myself about lupus.
 
I was later told that I was unable to work due to all the issues from lupus.  As time went by my health started
to get better and I was eventually able to go back to work. ver the years I continue to have lupus flare and
other medical issues.

On February 1, 1996, an emergency Cesarean was done due to preeclampsia I gave
birth to a beautiful baby girl that was born at 30 weeks premature with a hole in her
heart.   The doctors thought that I would be fine, and everything would return to
normal after giving birth, but things continued to get worse.  My blood pressure
was still not normal, my wound was not healing correctly, and blood work was
abnormal.  The gynecologist was unable to figure out what was wrong with me, so
they began to consult with a specialist.
 
I had been in the hospital for over 5 days at this point and was unable to visit with
my newborn baby in the neonatal intensive care unit.
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Spring of 2016 as my health began to start failing me.  I had the
flu, pneumonia, pleurisy and I was left with a bad cough that
would not go away.   There was continued visits to internal
medicine doctor, pulmonary specialist, and rheumatologist.   I
even consulted with getting a second opinion from another
rheumatologist with no help.   Until one day my regular
rheumatologist did further test and consulted with another
doctor which proved I had Interstitial Lung Disease.   The
recommendation was to take Cytoxan by IV.  After I researched
it and another second opinion, I did the treatment.   I was still
having some issues, so I was sent to a Pulmonary specialist at
UAB where it was recommended to start taking Cellcept.     I am
currently on Cellcept and low dosage of prednisone to help
maintain.
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I currently still have lupus flares where I have major leg pains, muscle pains, and fatigued.  I
have learned that I have other major medical issues that have caused doctors to say that I am
no longer able to work.   I have been diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, migraines, avascular
necrosis, neuropathy, osteoarthritis, hypertension, insomnia, depression/anxiety, Cushing’s
syndrome, Obstructive sleep apnea, sickle-cell trait, restless leg syndrome among other
things.   I have 3 pages of medications that I take daily or take as needed pending the
situation.  I keep a list of medications and my diagnosis with me at all times in case something
goes wrong and I am rushed to the hospital.
 
I have fought to get on disability with no avail since August of 2016.  I am currently still fighting
for my disability because the doctors feel that I will no longer able to work.  The struggle is real
because I never thought I would be in this position of not working, having all these major
medical issues and having so many lupus flares that are beyond my control.
 
It is currently an emotional battle to cope with my situation of not working, depending on my
husband, and family members.   I don’t feel I have the support I had 23 years ago with the
diagnosis of lupus, because times have changed, everyone has their own challenges
compared to then.   I know it’s through faith and the grace of God that I’m still here
today.  Most of my days are spent journaling, keeping up with doctor’s appointments, reading,
spending time with family/friends, advocating and believing in my true purpose in life and
that’s fighting for my life. I believe it’s important to let others know my story because it is a
struggle for me each day to make it through the day.   I want to encourage others to be the
best they can be and not let the disease take over their life.
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The best way I’ve found is to be treated as the problems arise! Like the diverticulitis that almost killed  me
4 years go for I had to have a colonoscopy and the one that did pervaded my intestine caused my bowels
to leak out. But, my body surrounded it so it didn’t rupture. This was a year from the time I had to have an
ic pic in my arm to surgery to repair and then breaking open and wearing a wound vac for four months.
This time last year, I had knee replacement and I couldn’t get up on my own without help.
 
I had a second surgery so they could bend my knee had to come home with a knee bender and therapy
for six months. But, thank God today I can walk and climb my hill behind my house and walk stress off. I
also have eye issues and get shots in my left eye. I’ve been having now to get them every 8 weeks. I hope
others will see they need to be careful with medicine as it can hurt you! as well as help you! 
 
Oh to tell you my story is to tell of Him...If I told you my story, You would hear victory over the enemy. And
if I told you my story, you would hear freedom that was won for me! And if I told you my story, you would
hear Life that overcome the grave. If I should speak then let it be of the grace that is greater than all my
sin; of when justice was served and where mercy wins. Of the kindness of Jesus’ that draws me in. Oh to
tell you my story is to tell of Him! For this is my story, and this is my song! Praising my “savior” all the day
long... Oh to tell you my story is to tell of Him...Greater is He that is in you than he that is in the world 1
John 4:4 � and this is my story, of my 30+ years! battling Lupus. ”Giving Thanks” for my story! Thanks for
all you do!

My journey began 32 years ago, diagnosed 27 years ago. and today, at 58 I continue
my battles with health issues, because of Lupus. If I told you my story, you would
hear Hope that wouldn't let go. And if I told you my story, you would hear Love that
never gave up. And, if I told you my story, You would hear Life, but it wasn't mine.
So, If I should speak, then let it be of the grace that is greater than all my sin; of
when justice was served and where mercy wins! of the kindness of Jesus’ that draws
me in.
 
I am one of the lupus warriors with the drug induced lupus. There’s not lot said
about this one as much as the other ones. But, it’s as damaging to the body as the
others. Had they caught mine in time I would have gotten over it in six months they
said. But, the blood pressure meds had sent me into orbit and there was no coming
back around with lupus as a hitchhiker.
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Finally at the end of 2015, having gone to a new dermatology doctor again at a different hospital, the
dermatologist finally said they need to do extensive blood tests to find out what might be the cause of my
rapid hair loss. Those results revealed SLE at the end of 2015, age 28. Less than a year later I was
diagnosed with Sjögren's syndrome. I've been on Hydroxychloroquine since early 2016. I had a depressive
episode in 2016 when I tried to deal with my new reality of daily pain and saying goodbye to the person I
once was and the life I once had. I had to accept that this was my new reliability and that didn't really sink
in until the beginning of 2018. With the help of friends and family, especially my best friend Simonne (who
is no longer with us). She pushed me to stay strong and be better than my Lupus. Now I am here today,
speaking to hundreds of strangers about my journey. It's scary at times but this is my therapy and this is
my story. I am grateful for everything I have been through. Diagnosis: SLE, Sjögren's, Raynaud's, Serositis,
Seborrheic dermatitis. 
 
Main Symptoms: Fatigue, Joint pains, ankle swellings, chest pain, chronic muscle inflammation in my
back, dry mouth and sores on my scalp.  Daily Medications: Hydroxychloroquine, Mycophenolate,
amitriptyline. Adhoc Medications: Colchicine, CoCodamol, Prednisolone occasionally when symptoms
flare and 6-monthly steroid back injections.

My name is Shawnna-Lee, known online as Lee My officially diagnosed journey with
Lupus began at the end of 2015, however I believe I may have developed lupus in
2009 or earlier. The skin on my scalp became extremely dry and covered in sores. I
noticed I would go through times where my entire scalp was tender to the point
where I couldn't run a comb through my hair. And when I was able to, I was losing
alot of hair. I saw 3 specialist dermatology doctors from different hospitals who all
diagnosed me as having various types of skin conditions. No tests were ever done
but I was prescribed numerous different shampoos and ointments over the next 6
years. Nothing worked. In 2013 I had my first pain related hospitalization due to a
sudden and excruciating pain in my back that came out of nowhere. The hospital
didn't really run any tests, I was released after 2 nights being told it was just chronic
muscle inflammation. One thing I have learned from my diagnosis journey is you
could see the doctors a thousand times with a variety of ailments and your Lupus
will only be discovered if they are looking for the right thing.
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Everyday is a struggle for me, I am grateful for the
good days. I am blessed to have a great support
from family and friends.
 
I am a Lupus warrior
 
Today I brought myself flowers!!
I am praying for more days like today.

"Today I decided to smile"
 
For over a year I been experiencing pain not knowing why or what
was causing me to hurt. A few doctor's took a look at me and say I
don't see the problem, you look healthy lab work shows nothing.
In December 2019, I went to a new doctor to try figure out  what's
going on with me.At the Arizona Arthritis Specialist 
Rheumatologist Clinic the office did lab again for the 3rd time.
The trip was worth it, they found out what's going on with me. I
am not happy about the results but at least I know and I have a 
 treatment plan. I lost my grandmother 2 years ago to Lupus I
watched her fight for years. I know and understand not how she
truly felt.
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At age 16 my 1st flare up caused high blood pressure leaving me hospitalized in ICU for 7 days. I
recovered and stayed in remission for 8 years until the beast struck again in 2012. Lupus attacked
my kidneys causing kidney failure, which led to the unthinkable - dialysis.  Even though I dialyzed 3
times a week for 3 hours, I did not become discouraged. I knew sooner or later that the sun would
shine again once the storm was over. After 9 long months of dialysis and 12 months of
chemotherapy, miraculously my kidneys regained function. At age 32, I currently focus more on
living a proactive lifestyle by healthy eating, exercising, and helping others. I partake in yoga,
stretching, and deep breathing. During my spare time, I take pride in volunteering at the Lupus
Foundation and with a nursing organization that provides patient care and education to the
uninsured population. 

Childhood Battle of the Beast
 
As a child, I enjoyed bike riding, swimming, and being outside in nature. In
1993, at age 6, I was diagnosed with lupus (SLE), with symptoms of joint pain,
leg rash, and a 105 temperature. What did a 6 year old know about lupus in
1993? Absolutely nothing! All I knew is that I had to swallow distasteful liquid
each day, known as Prednisone. The rheumatologist that I was seeing as a
child copied two black and white pages from an encyclopedia, then handed it
to my parents to read. There was barely any information or resources about
lupus back then. The Lupus Foundation did not exist in Georgia; it was the
Arthritis Foundation at first.
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As a child, lupus bothered the joints of my ankles, feet, and fingers. I participated in sports and
extracurricular activities at a very young age to help my bones. Softball games, swimming, piano
recitals, and violin concerts kept me busy and focused as a child. Despite lupus at a young age, I had a
very active childhood. However, I never focused too much on "having lupus." I was busy living life as a
high school teenager.



I would like for others to know that they are a strong individual that will do great things in life.
Continue to have faith and always be thankful for each day. To the younger children with
lupus; your future is bright regardless of this cruel disease. Do not let lupus put "limits" on
your life. To the parents of young children: it takes a lot of strength, patience, and
understanding to deal with lupus as a parent, but it takes a special kind of strength to battle
lupus as a child. To all lupus warriors; do not allow lupus to define who you are as a person.
Lupus is a fraction of your life. It does not consume WHO you are! Don't hold yourself hostage.
Redirect your attention to positivity. Waking up each day gives me hope, knowing that I'm
capable!
 
Butterfly Champion,
Lauren Green
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Beautiful
Beyond Lupus

Lupus affects individuals of virtually
every age, race, ethnic background
and socioeconomic status. Often,

you can look at a Lupus Warrior and
never know they are fighting a

tremendously hard battle daily. It’s
important to see the faces that can

bear the pain within without
showing it to everyone who they

come in contact with without.

These are the Faces of Lupus from every walk of life fighting the same
battle. Supporting one another in the battle for their lives.These are

the Faces of Lupus, they are brave, courageous and strong!
#LupusInColor #FacesOfLupus 

#FlightoftheButterflies #ButterfliesofHope #SpreadLupusAwareness
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THE JORDAN D. SAVAGE
FOUNDATION, INC.
O R G A N I Z A T I O N  H I G H L I G H T S

The Jordan D .  Savage

Foundation ,  Inc .    is a community

service organization that  is

dedicated to honoring and

celebrating the life of Jordan D .  

Savage by raising funds to

provide support to the high

school and youth sports

programs in our community .  

 Jordan was a passionate and

loyal athlete and teammate .  

   We can think of no better way

of memorializing his life than to

perform services and raise funds

to allow young athletes to play ,

enjoy and excel in the sport of

their choice .      We also support

the programs of the Lupus

Foundation of Georgia and seek

to help improve the quality of

 life for persons living with Lupus .

This corporation is organized exclusively

for charitable and educational activities

as specified in Section 501(c)(3) of the

Internal Revenue Code ,  including for such

purposes as the making of distributions

to organizations that qualify for exempt

organizations under Section 501(c)(3) of

the Internal Revenue Code ,  or

corresponding section of any future

federal tax code .    It provides for the

underprivileged by providing entry fees

for youth who would otherwise be unable

to participate in sports .      The foundation

will also provide much needed

equipment to facilitate success in sport .  

In addition ,  the foundation will provide

encouragement and support to persons

suffering with Lupus and related illnesses .



Jordan was always encouraging

other people and was asked by

one of the coaches to help with

the youth football team at church .

He was always analyzing sports

and could converse about any

sports subject with anyone .      He

was especially fond of NASCAR

and once did a school project on

African Americans in NASCAR for

Black history month .

 

Jordan 's mother ,  Claire Henry

started the Jordan D .  Savage

foundation to help other young

people get involved in sports and

learn about other sports careers

that aren 't often considered .  As a

former police officer ,  she

encountered at-risk youth who

could have benefited from being

involved in organized sports rather

than getting into trouble .

 

She also has made contributions

to the Lupus Foundation in

Jordan 's name .  She has

contributed to the general fund of

Riverside Military Academy ,  a

private school for boys ,  in his

name also .  Jordan attended

Riverside in his junior year .  The

school helped mold him into the

man he became .  As a foundation ,

we will continue to contribute to

Riverside Military Academy .

BACKGROUND

The organization was formed by Claire Henry

in the name of her son ,  Jordan D .    Savage ,  a

young man who was very interested ,

knowledgeable ,  and involved in sports .      He

played sports since he was three years old

beginning with soccer .      He also enjoyed

playing  t-ball ,  baseball ,  inline skating ,

football ,  basketball ,  golf and cross county .    

Claire was a single parent ,  but wanted her

son to enjoy doing the things he loved .    She

made sacrifices and often with the help of

others ,  allowed Jordan to play in most of the

sports he loved .  Sports allowed Jordan to

have an extended family and enjoy

camaraderie with other youth .    It also gave

him exposure to coaches and other parents

who became lifelong participants in his

development .
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Sports and sports education help young people in a number of ways .  According to the

Aspen Institute (Reimagining Youth Sports in America) ,   The U .S .  Department of

Education states that high school athletes are more likely than non-athletes to attend

college and receive college degrees ,  become team captains ,  and achieve Most Valuable

Players ( MVP) in school at even higher rates .

 

Our vision is to assist young people in realizing goals ,  creating and supporting programs

that will directly improve their quality of life .      Participation in sports helps young people

to set and attempt to realize goals .      We also exist to support programs to directly

improve the quality of life for persons who live with Lupus .  Lupus is a chronic ,

autoimmune disease that can damage any part of the body (skin ,  joints ,  and/or organs

inside the body) .  Chronic means that the signs and symptoms tend to last longer than six

weeks and often for many years .

 

In  Lupus ,  something goes wrong with your immune system ,  which is the part of the body

that fights off viruses ,  bacteria ,  and germs ("foreign invaders , "  like the flu) .    Normally ,  our

immune system produces proteins called antibodies that protect the body from these

invaders .    Autoimmune means your immune system cannot tell the difference between

these foreign invaders and your body ’s healthy tissues ("auto" means "self") and creates

autoantibodies that attack and destroy healthy tissue .      These autoantibodies cause

inflammation ,  pain ,  and damage in various parts of the body (Lupus Foundation ,  2014) .   

 Lupus is also a disease of flares (the symptoms worsen and you feel ill) and

remissions (the symptoms improve and you feel better) .   We intend to deliver care

packages to persons living with Lupus .      We will also provide Lupus awareness and

support to the Lupus Foundation of Georgia through their Walk to end Lupus Now and

through our Savage Run 5k which will be held annually .

 

Major Goals and/or Objectives 
 The major goals consist of helping young people realize their goals ,  fostering confidence

and discipline through sports involvement ,  and helping to improve the quality of life for

persons living with Lupus .    One way that we accomplish these goals is through the

following program :

 

Registration Fees for Youth involved in Sports           
We will provide registration fees for youth who cannot afford the entry fees to play

baseball .    Often ,  the registration fee is a barrier to entry to play on a team .  Since schools

have cut budgets ,  students ,  parents ,  and many coaches have to bear more of the burden

to finance sports programs .    Our program will reduce the burden for some and allow

youth to participate .

 

 We will assist through our partnership with Rockdale Youth Baseball Association ,  Ray of

Hope Baseball ,  and Rockdale County High School .  We will also provide equipment

to the school or student if necessary to allow them to excel in the sport .    We will begin

with baseball in 2015 and expand to other sports as we grow .

 

More pictures and information can be found on our website :  jdotsavage .org 

Instagram :Jordan_d_savage_foundation 

Facebook :  In memory of Jordan D .  Savage

Donations through Venmo :  JDS foundation
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